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Abstract. This paper integrated item domain features, time factors and user ratings, using TF-IDF 
method constructing single member user preference model in each feature. Then, analyze the 

interaction between groups of users and the influence of user preference on group model by 

calculating the similarity of user and group attributes. Finally, the group preference features are 

obtained. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, research on the development of recommendation system is very rapid, appeared 
many types of recommender systems. However, many of the daily activities are involved in the form 

of a group of multiple users. According to the user behavior similarity, divide them into different 

groups. Group recommendation can achieve the minimum cost to meet the needs of more users, and 

alleviate computation recommendation system complexity. Compared to the personalized 

recommendation, the group recommendation has some specific problems, such as how to get the 

group preference, how to solve the members of the preference conflict, how to ensure the whole group 

and personal satisfaction.  

This paper uses the TF-IDF method to build user group preference feature model. Then, analyze 

the interaction between groups of users and the influence of user preference on group model by 

calculating the similarity of user and group attributes. Finally, the group preference features are 

obtained. 

2. Item Features Model 

In this paper, the main item features considers five aspects: type, program source, publish time, 

content, label. The feature model of courseware item km  is : 
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Among,
ik pm

C =1 indicates that the courseware contains the attributes ig , 
ikpm

C =0 means that the 

courseware does not contains attributes ig . 

3. Personal Preference Model Algorithm 

In this paper using TF-IDF way calculate the degree of preference of the statistical user for each 

feature attribute in all items.TF-IDF is a classical method for calculating the weight of feature items 

based on statistical analysis. The IF-IDF formula is as follows: 

                                                                              (2) 
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Among, )d,TF(t ji  is word frequency, the word it  in the document jd  appears in the frequency. 

)d,f(t ji  is the number of times the word it  appears in the document jd . )IDF(ti  is a reverse file 

frequency. 

1） Build single user preference model based on item feature attributes by TF-IDF. 

User iu preference model based on item feature attributes: 
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The formula of the preference degree of user iu  to attributes jp : 
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Among, 
jpui

n  represents the number of a courseware that has watched by user iu  and containing 

properties jp , pm  represents the total number of all properties in distance education platform’s 

resources, pui
n  represents the number of attributes that the user iu  has watched, 

jp
m  represents the 

total number of courseware for all distance education platform resources that contain the attribute jp . 

2） User preference model optimization based on user score 

In order to better represent the user preferences. When calculating the number 
jpui

n  of attributes 

of the courseware that was watched by user iu . In this paper, the [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] score corresponds to 

the weight of [0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4]. So: 
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Among, ],1[ nk  , n is the number of user iu  to watch the courseware, 
kimu

w  is the user iu  to 

view each courseware attributes based on the weight of the score.  

3） Single user preference optimization model based on time factor 
User preferences are not static. So use the forgetting function to reduce the score. In this paper 

uses the forgetting function based on exponential function to simulate the effect of time on user 

preference. The formula is as follows: 
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Among, mint  is the difference between the user's scoring time and the reference time, maxt  is the 

difference between the user's latest rating time and the reference time,  mint , maxt  are in days, t is 

access time for users, forgetting function f(t) is monotone increasing function, Range is (0,1).The 

user scoring formula based on time factor: 
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Among, kt users watch the time of courseware km . 

The preference degree of user iu  to attribute jp  is expressed as: 
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Among,
jk pm

f  is to determine whether the attribute jp  in the courseware km . 
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4. Group Preference Model 

Preference fusion need to meet the overall satisfaction, fairness, understandability and other 

requirements. In this paper, analyze the user's preference features and the similarity of the group 

average preference features based on the mean value strategy, the higher the similarity between the 
two, the greater the impact on the group features. Specific steps are as follows: 

(1)The average degree of preference of the group to the courseware attributes is as follows: 
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Among, || iG  represents the number of members of the user group, j

'
puxL  represents the degree 

of preference of the group member xu to the property jp . 

(2)User feature attribute similarity weight 

If the similarity between the user 
x
u  preference and the group average preference is higher, the 

greater the role of the user 
x
u in the formation of group preference, Indicates that the user 

x
u  

preferences are more representative: 
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Among, ）Gu（sim ix   is cosine similarity formula. 

Therefore, the preference degree of the group iG  to the item features jp  is: 
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5. Summary 

This paper presents a method of user group preference modeling based on project features and 

time factor, Constructed user and group preference model. The method makes full use of user rating, 

time factors and project domain features. Due to the particularity of group recommendation, this paper 

takes into account the interaction between the members of the group preference model, which is based 

on the similarity weight of the user item feature attributes. The experiment is applied to the data set 

of the distance education platform.  
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